
SOME REMARKS ON THE STRUCTURE OF
HOPF ALGEBRAS

J. PETER MAY

The purpose of this note is to give a new proof and generalization

of Borel's theorem describing the algebra structure of connected com-

mutative Hopf algebras and to discuss a certain functor V that arises

ubiquitously in algebraic topology. Using this functor, we shall con-

struct another functor W that accurately describes a large variety of

not necessarily primitively generated Hopf algebras which occur in

topology.

K will denote a field of characteristic p > 0. For any (nonnegatively)

graded if-module M, we let M+={x|x£M, degree x even} and

M~= {x\xEM, degree x odd} if p>2; if p = 2, we let M+ = M and

M~ = 0. We recall that an Abelian restricted Lie algebra is a -fT-module

L together with a restriction (pth power operation) £: L„—>Lpn, for

pn even, such that£(£x) =&"£(x) and£(x+y) =£(x)+i;(y) for x, y£L+

and kEK. Define V(L) =A(L)/I, where A(L) is the free commuta-

tive algebra generated by L and I is the ideal generated by

|xp—£(x)|x£L+}. V(L) is a primitively generated commutative

Hopf algebra with PV(L) =L. It has the universal property that if

i:L-+V(L) is the natural inclusion and if f'.L—>P is a morphism of

Abelian restricted Lie algebras into a commutative algebra B (with

restriction the pth power), then there exists a unique morphism of

algebras/: V(L)—>-B such that fi=f. Of course, V(L) is the universal

(restricted) enveloping algebra of L and is also defined for non-Abelian

L, but it is the present case that is most frequently encountered in

topology.

The following theorem is due to Milnor and Moore [7]. It can be

derived from the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, and we shall see

that it implies Borel's theorem quite directly.

Theorem I. If A is a primitively generated Hopf algebra over K, then

the natural map V(PA)^>A is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.

Now let A be a connected commutative Hopf algebra over K. We

study A by relating it to its associated graded algebra E°A. Thus

filter A by FSA =A if s^O and F8.4 = (IA)~> ii s<0, where IA is the
augmentation ideal (positive degree elements) of A. Define E^tA

= (FSA/Fs-.xA),+t. Then E"A is a bigraded commutative Hopf algebra
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with indecomposable elements QEaA^EU.*A =QA. If x£F°_i,*.4,
then x is clearly primitive (since E°0^A =K and E^A =0 for s>0).

Therefore E°A is primitively generated, hence is isomorphic to

V(PE°A). Now we have the following theorem, which is the analog

in characteristic p of Leray's theorem in characteristic zero. It seems

not to have been previously noted. We remark that the theorem is

valid even if A is not coassociative.

Theorem 2. Let A be a connected commutative Hopf algebra over K.

Let f: QA—>IA be any morphism of K-modules such that 7r/=l,

ir: IA -^>QA. Let RAEA be the sub-Abelian restricted Lie algebra of A

generated by f(QA); thus RA=f(QA) + (J2iziKf(QA)*li), where
Kf(QA)pi is the sub K-module of A generated by {xpi\ xEf(QA)+}. Let
/: V(RA)—>A be the morphism of algebras induced from the inclusion

RA EA by the universal property of V(RA). Then J is an isomorphism

of algebras.

Proof. Since/is the identity onf(QA)ERA, Qf: QV(RA)->QA is
an epimorphism; since A is connected, / is therefore an epimorphism

[7, Proposition 3.8]. Give V(RA) and A their product nitrations, as

defined,above. Since/ is a morphism of algebras, it is filtration pre-

serving. These filtrations are complete (A=\JF3A) since A is con-

nected, and it therefore suffices to prove that P°/is a monomorphism.

Now E°f commutes with the coproduct on generators (elements of

F-i,*) since P°F(P) and E°A are primitively generated. Therefore

E°f is a morphism of Hopf algebras and, by [7, Proposition 3.9], it

suffices to prove that E°f is a monomorphism on primitive elements.

Filter RA by F,RA =RAC\FSV(RA). Then P°P^CP°F(P^) and
the induced map V(EaRA)-^>EW(RA) is evidently an isomorphism

of Hopf algebras. Since/is the identity on RA,f(FeRA) =RAC\FSA

and E°f restricted to E"RA is a monomorphism. Since PE°V(RA)

= P°P^4, this completes the proof.

Thus to study the algebra structure of connected commutative

Hopf algebras, it suffices to study Abelian restricted Lie algebras. The

following theorem, together with the preceding one, will imply

Borel's theorem.

Theorem 3. Let L be an Abelian restricted Lie algebra over a perfect

field K, and suppose that L is of finite type as a K-module. Then L is

isomorphic to a direct product of Abelian restricted Lie algebras on a

single generator.

Proof. Clearly P = P~XP+ as an Abelian restricted Lie algebra.

Since Lr is just a vector space, with no additional structure, we may
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as well assume L = L+. Let L(n) be the sub-Abelian restricted Lie

algebra of L generated by the Li for i^n. L = U„ L(n), and it suffices

to prove the result for each L(ra). We proceed by induction on ra. Now

L(0) =Lo, and here the result is well known (see [2, pp. 43-44]). Thus

assume the result for L(n — 1). We prove the result for L(n) by induc-

tion on the number of generators of degree ra of L(n) as an Abelian

restricted Lie algebra, there being nothing to prove if there are no

such generators. Let L(n) have q such generators and let L'EL(n)

be the sub-Abelian restricted Lie algebra of L(n) generated by

L(n — 1) together with q — 1 of these generators. The result holds for

L' by the induction hypothesis, and L" =L(n)/L' is an Abelian re-

stricted Lie algebra generated by one element, say x, of degree ra. It

suffices to prove that L(n) is isomorphic to L'XL". For this, we

require a morphism / :L"—»L(ra) of Abelian restricted Lie algebras

such that 7r/=l, where ir :L(n)—>L" is the projection. Define the

height of an element of L by h(z) =i if £*-1(z)5^0 but £*'(s) =0, and

h(z)= co if £»'(z):^0 for all i. Of course, if 7r(y)=x, then h(y)^h(x)

and, if/ exists and/(x) =y, then h(y) ^h(x). Thus we can construct

/if and only if there existsy£L(ra) such that7r(y) =x and h(y) =h(x).

If h(x) — oo, then any y such thatir(y) =x will do. Thus assume that

h(x) =r< oo. Since K is perfect, £'(L') is a sub-Abelian restricted Lie

algebra of L'. Let M' = L'/?(L') and M = L/£r(L'). Let a: L-+M and

p: M—*M/M' be the projections. We may identify M/M' with L"
and then ir = po: Choose z£M and wEL such that p(z)=x and

a(w)=z. Mq' = 0 for q~=prn by construction and Lq" = 0 for q}tpTn

by the definition of r. Therefore ilP9 = 0 for q^p'n and £r(z) = 0. Thus

<r(?(w))=0 and £r(w)£$r(Z/), say £'(w') =£r(w), w'£Z/. Let y = w

—w'. Then ir(y) = p<r(w) =x and £'(y) =0, and / can indeed be con-

structed.

The following two structure theorems for commutative Hopf alge-

bras result by combining the previous theorems; the first generalizes

a result of Milnor and Moore [7, Theorem 7.16] and the second is

Borel's Theorem [l, Theorem 6.1].

Theorem 4. // A is a primitively generated commutative Hopf algebra

(not necessarily connected) of finite type over a perfect field K, then A is

isomorphic as a Hopf algebra to a tensor product of Hopf algebras on a

single generator.

Proof. A^V(PA) by Theorem 1. PA is isomorphic to a direct

product XiLi of monogenic Abelian restricted Lie algebras by The-

orem 3. F( XiLi) = ®i V(Li) as a Hopf algebra by [7, Proposition

6.5], and each V(Li) is clearly monogenic.
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We observe that if P is monogenic, then F(P) = ®E°V(L) as a

Hopf algebra, where ©P°F(P) is P°F(P) regraded by total degree.

Since the functor P° commutes with tensor products, we have, under

the hypotheses of the theorem, that V(PA) is isomorphic to

®E°V(PA) as a Hopf algebra. This proves the following corollary.

Corollary 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4, A is isomorphic as

a Hopf algebra to   ®E°A.

Theorem 6. If A is a connected commutative Hopf algebra of finite

type over a perfect field K, then A is isomorphic as an algebra to a tensor

product of Hopf algebras on a single generator.

Proof. A = V(RA) by Theorem 2 and the result follows from The-

orem 3 by the argument used to prove Theorem 4.

Corollary 7. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6, A is isomorphic as

an algebra to   ®E°A.

Remark 8. With the notion of Abelian restricted Lie algebra re-

placed by that of Abelian Lie algebra (i.e., vector space) and with

F(P) replaced by U(L)=A(L), precisely the same arguments go

through for fields of characteristic zero; here Theorem 3 is a triviality.

Theorem 2 suggests that V should be regarded as a functor from

Abelian restricted Lie algebras to commutative algebras; it is then

adjoint to the obvious forgetful functor. The following two examples

are instances of the occurrence of this functor in algebraic topology.

Example 9. Let P be an unstable module over the mod p Steenrod

algebra A [8]. Define £ on P by £(x) =P*'(x) if 2i = deg x and p>2 or
by £(x) =Sq'(x) if i = deg x and p = 2. Then the algebra F(P) is an

A -algebra, the free unstable 4-algebra generated by P.

Example 10. Let L he an allowable module over the mod p Dyer-

Lashof algebra P [4], [5]. Define £ on P by £(x) =Q'(x) if 2i = deg x

and p>2 or by £(x)=(>'(x) if i = deg x and p = 2. Then the algebra

F(P) is an P-algebra, the free allowable P-algebra generated by P.

In the applications, P is often the cokernel JC of the unit tj: K—>C

of a coalgebra C, and C determines a structure of Hopf algebra, not

always primitively generated, on V(JC). We complete this paper by

studying this situation algebraically and giving a few examples.

Definition 11. A restricted coalgebra is a graded P-module C

which is both a unital coalgebra and an Abelian restricted Lie algebra

such that?;: K—»C and e: C—>FJ are morphisms of coalgebras and of

Abelian restricted Lie algebras (where !-(k) =k" on K) and such that

^=(?®?)lr' on C+. Define the universal enveloping Hopf algebra of
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C to be a commutative Hopf algebra W(C) together with a morphism

of restricted coalgebras i: C—>W(C) such that for any morphism of re-

stricted coalgebras/: C—>B into a commutative Hopf algebra B, there

exists a unique morphism of Hopf algebras /: W(C)—^B such that

fi=f. Clearly W(C) is unique, up to natural isomorphism, if it exists.

Proposition 12. Let C be a restricted coalgebra. Then V(JC) admits

a structure of Hopf algebra such that i: C—*V(JC) is a morphism of

restricted coalgebras, and V(JC) is the universal enveloping Hopf algebra

W(C) of C.

Proof. Recall that V(JC) =A(IC)/I, where 7 is the ideal gen-

erated by {xp— £(x)|x£(/C)+}. Since A(JC) is free commutative,

\p: C-^C®CEA(JC)®A(JC) induces a morphism of algebras

\p: A(JC)^>A(JC)®A(JC). This gives ,4(/C) a structure of Hopf

algebra. To show that V(JC) is a Hopf algebra, we must verify that

7 is a Hopf ideal, $(I)EA(JQ®I+1®A(JC). Let x£(7C)+ and
write ip(x)= ^,x'®x". Then we have the relation:

f(x' - £(x)) = $(x)> - M(x) = £ (x')p 8 (x"Y - £ £(x') ® £(x")

= £ ((*')p - *(*)) ® (x"Y + Z £(*') 9 ((x"Y - *(*")),

and this proves our claim. Let/: C-^B he a morphism of restricted

coalgebras, where B is a commutative Hopf algebra. By the universal

property of F(7C), there exists a unique morphism of algebras

/: F(7C)—>B such that fi=f. Since i(IC) generates V(JC) as an

algebra and / commutes with the coproduct on the image of i, f is

indeed a morphism of Hopf algebras.

IF is a functor from restricted coalgebras to commutative Hopf

algebras; it is clearly adjoint to the obvious forgetful functor. Of

course, if C is totally primitive (every element of JC is primitive)

then W(C) is primitively generated.

Example 13. In Example 10, let L = JC where C is a unital A -coal-

gebra. The identity \p% = (£®$;)d/ follows from the Cartan formula and

W(C) is a Hopf algebra over A. H*(K(ZP, n); Zp) has the form W(C)

ior a certain totally primitive C. FT*(Spin(«); Z2), for most values of n,

has the form W(C) where C is not totally primitive [6].

Example 14. In Example 11, let L = JC where C is a unital P-

coalgebra. The identity \pl- = (1;®!;)$ follows from the Cartan formula

and W(C) is a Hopf algebra over P. If QX =lim QnSnX and A is con-

nected, then H#(QX) = W(C) as a Hopf algebra where C is a certain

P-coalgebra determined by Pp. (A) [5].
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Example 15. Let A* denote the dual of the mod p Steenrod algebra.

A*=E{ri\i^0}®P{£j\j^l} as an algebra and, with f0=l,

^(t,) = n ® ft + Z £* ® n   and   f(fc) = £ £.* ® &•
i-0 *=0

Let C be the sub-restricted coalgebra of A# spanned by all t,- and

ij (with restriction the pth power operation). Then A* = W(C) as a

Hopf algebra. If (£M)* is the dual of the associated graded algebra of

A, then (E°A)* = W(E°C) as a Hopf algebra, where E°C is the re-

stricted coalgebra which is isomorphic to C as a coalgebra but has its

pth power operation identically zero [3]. The same results are valid

for p = 2, with all mention of the t< suppressed.

In connection with Examples 13 and 14, it would be of interest to

have an intrinsic algebraic characterization of those connected com-

mutative Hopf algebras A which have the form W(C) for some C. By

Theorem 2, a necessary and sufficient condition is the existence of

f: QA—*IA, 7r/=l, such that RA@K is a sub-coalgebra (hence a

sub-restricted coalgebra) of A.
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